
Ka� Tur� Kahvecis� Men�
No:8A, Öztürk Sk., Kaş, Turkey, Kas

+905413132550 - http://www.kasturkkahvecisi.com/

Here you can find the menu of Kas Turk Kahvecisi in Kas. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Kas Turk Kahvecisi:

it's my secret place to have a beautiful coffee. it is more hidden jem in a hidden place. serve them any kind of
coffee. good service. service: 5/5 atmosphere: 4/5 .more read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair
accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions,
you can also sit outside and have something. WLAN is available at no extra cost. What Emirhan Ayaydın doesn't

like about Kas Turk Kahvecisi:
I bought a drill here. before the payment I informed the barista that I needed coffee beans for filter coffee (coarse

grin). but she misunderstood me (as she turned out later) as her English was poor. after giving the barista
money, they grinned without grinning my permission before I could hardly open my mouth. they either refused to

drill to grin or to give back my money because some 'rules of the place'. I am very... read more. At Kas Turk
Kahvecisi, you'll find not only the traditional Kebabs done in various, distinct styles, but also the spices well-
known for Turkish cuisine - whether on a tasty Lahmacun, or in Sucuk or even in one of the various lentil or

bulgur salads, The customers of the restaurant also consider the comprehensive selection of various coffee and
tea specialities that the establishment offers.
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Soup�
ZEAMA

Snack�
BROWNIES

Haussp�ialitäte�
PEKA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Col� Beverage�
COLD COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

Desser�
TIRAMISU

CHEESECAKE

BOOZA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

ICE CREAM

SOUP

PASTA

Coffe�
ICED COFFEE

ESPRESSO

CAFÉ

LATTE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:30-23:50
Tuesday 08:30-23:50
Wednesday 08:30-23:50
Thursday 08:30-23:50
Friday 08:30-23:50
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